Asset Management
Find and manage valuable mobile assets with the
Fleet Freedom® Application

Fleet Freedom® helps businesses find and manage their valuable mobile assets for the purposes of theft
prevention, theft recovery, inventory management and productivity.
We have been providing location based services for 15 years. In that time we’ve discovered that assets
cannot be effectively managed through traditional location data processes. We have found that beacon
data is much more accurate. Fleet Freedom® beacons provide location based data in an automated
fashion based a number of factors including power status, backup battery and geo-zone status. This
results in improved battery performance, and the ability to capture key location and status updates.

Wherever your business goes Fleet Freedom® can help you find it!
Fleet Freedom® employs a variety of flexible asset tracking devices and technologies to meet and exceed
our client’s asset location needs. For valuable assets with no power source, we provide multi-year GPS
trackers that are water and weather proof. For powered assets that sometimes sit for long periods of
time, we provide fully featured water proof devices that have rechargeable batteries and power connections.
Fleet Freedom® will send an instant notification when an asset leaves or arrives at a location. If we
suspect an asset has been lost or stolen, we automatically start tracking devices more frequently until
the lost or stolen assets are recovered. Powered asset trackers can record engine hours for payroll and
billing verification. There are many flexible and cost effective options to help you manage your business.

Features and benefits:
Works with a variety of asset tracking devices & technologies
F
 ind and manage valuable mobile assets for theft prevention, theft recovery, inventory
management and productivity
Instant notifications if an asset leaves or arrives at a location
Short-term frequent tracking for theft recovery
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